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Kolkata is a city symbolized by the essence of enriched Bengali culture, from the sweet rosogollas,
which are a feast to the taste buds, the traditional and intricately woven taant and kantha sarees, to
symbolic heritage properties and buildings which are a reflection of the British Raj in India. The
sweetness of the people, their sugar-coated language that marks the very base of the enhanced
Bengali literature, and the welcoming hospitality of the city attracts tourists to keep visiting this
cultural capital of India. A stay at one of the 3-star hotels in Kolkata, which promise advanced
services and better location, can make for a vacation a lifetime experience and a visit worth
remembering.

Kolkata has a host of things to offer to tourists, keeping them busy and entertained throughout. The
heritage properties and age old monuments like the Victoria Memorial, Birla Planetarium, Fort
William, the Writers building, remind of the rich British architecture. Amusement parks like Nicco
park, water world and science city ensure power-filled entertainment and a visit to the Indian
museum, Swabhumi park and Eden Gardens make for further enjoyment. Kolkata even has
enhanced and widespread shopping malls with facilities for other engagements as well, other than
shopping, like special attraction and entertainment zones for kids. All in all, Kolkata makes for a
perfect holiday destination, for an over-all experience of culture and heritage mixed with modern day
thrilling excursions and shopping experiences, and a varied cuisine to satiate your taste buds.

Recommended by 75% of its guests and government approved, Hotel Lytton in Kolkata offers
warmly decorated and well maintained rooms, located at the heart of its commercial as well as
tourist centers. The hotel has a separate Chinese restaurant, The Dynasty, apart from its multi-
cuisine restaurant, Gaylords, and a ravishing bar named Sunset. It is situated at a distance of 8 km
from the railway station and 18 km from the airport. Apart from the regular modern amenities, the
hotel is also enriched with a health center, a jacuzzi, steam and sauna facilities, a well-maintained
swimming pool and 2 banquets, thereby meeting all guidelines to be termed as a well-equipped 3
star property of Kolkata.

Hotel Housez43 is another 3 star boutique hotel, located centrally at a distance of half a km from the
main shopping area of New Market, 7 km from the Howrah Railway station and 17 km from the
Dumdum Airport. A true reflection of the European taste, the hotel exhibits and offers graciously and
elegantly done up rooms, blended well in style and comfort, and promising warm hospitality and
prompt services. It houses a cozy dining room which offers deliciously cooked meals, perfectly
blended to ensure an ultimate European experience, with great taste and perfect flavor. People,
who have stayed here, say that the food and service of this cozily done up hotel is worth
remembering.

Hence, for a fun-filled, hassle-free holiday in Kolkata, book your hotels in advance by logging on to
hotelpushpak.com and sit back to rejoice the moments.
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The author is an editor of a  Kolkata hotels  and a  3 star hotels in Kolkata. Book in advance the  a 
hotels in Kolkata  to make your trip memorable and hassle free
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